
ONE SUMMER AFTERNOON
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SCALE: 1" = 8'

LEGEND
Planted perimeter edge
(see suggested planting listed below.)
Crusher Stone Frame and Pathway
Planted Turf Area
Poles - Painted Tubular Steel
(option - Poles are housing for special 
blowing bubbles feature at various
intervals.
Steel Cabling System 
anchored to Pole structure
Hanging Bubbles
Polyform or acrylic material to 
perform like glass in transparency and 
reflectivity.
Grounded Bubbles 
Polyform or acrylic material.
(option - lighting included for night 
performance)

SUGGESTED PLANTING LIST
Planted Perimeter Edge - 
Shasta Daisies initially but would like to 
further explore the use of more varieties 
of daisies.

Turf Area - Bluegrass spp. or equivalent
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ELEVATION A

'One Summer Afternoon' is inspired by one of most idyllic experiences and memories one has in the landscape - blowing bubbles.  
Watching bubbles float with the air, slowly descend to the ground and ultimately disappear captures the imagination of a child and becomes a lasting memory as an 

individual grows into adulthood.  Environmental phenomena are heightened through the movement, reflectivity and temporality of bubbles. 
The capturing of the moment seems temporal by nature but the ethereal experience and remembrance of the landscape 

constructs a memory of the experience with the passage time.

 'One Summer Afternoon' creates several experiences for visitors.  First, the installation is a spectacle that transforms an environment into a platform for memory, 
play and imagination.  Secondly, the delight, exaggerated scale and interactive nature of the bubbles creates an engagement that can't be experienced with a normal 

bubble. Lastly, the installation heightens the innate qualities found in the bubble - reflectivity, transparency and an expression of temporality.
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'ONE SUMMER AFTERNOON' PERSPECTIVE VIEW


